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a b s t r a c t
Design patterns are well-known design solutions that are reported to produce substantial beneﬁts with
respect to software quality. However, to our knowledge there are no scientiﬁc efforts on gathering information on software projects that use design patterns. This paper introduces a web repository of design
patterns instances that have been used in open source projects. The usefulness of such a repository lies
in the provision of a base of knowledge, where developers can identify reusable components and
researchers can ﬁnd a mined data set. Currently, 141 open source projects have been considered and
more than 4500 pattern instances have been found and recorded in the database of the repository. The
evaluation of the repository has been performed from an academic and a practical point of view. The
results suggest that the repository can be useful for both experienced and inexperienced users. However,
the beneﬁts of using the repository are more signiﬁcant for inexperienced users.
Ó 2012 International Federation for Information Processing Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
A repository is a shared database about engineered artefacts,
such as software, documents and information systems [10]. In
the ﬁeld of software, several repositories of open-source projects
that can be used as means of knowledge and experience sharing
are available. Such repositories (e.g. Sourceforge, CodeHouse), provide data to the fast developing open source research area [44] and
to software engineering researchers in general. Even though such
repositories contain a great amount of information, sometimes it
is difﬁcult to browse, due to scalability problems, data integrity
problems, etc. Reuse repositories and especially open source repositories are the basic infrastructure for software reuse, due to its signiﬁcant economic impact. Nevertheless, they have introduced
difﬁculties in ﬁnding and locating reusable software artefacts.
Additionally, design patterns are software engineering techniques that are considered to aid in software system development.
In [22], the authors attempted to identify whether there are common problems among different system designs and if common
solutions might be introduced. Moreover, a qualitative evaluation
of the proposed solutions implies that the use of design patterns
leads to adaptability and extensibility, as each design pattern supports independence of possible future changes [22]. The possibility
of creating reusable components from design patterns is discussed
in [7,26], where the authors introduced the idea of componentizing
and reusing design patterns. Furthermore, in [3], the authors inves-
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tigated the possibility of selecting design pattern instances as reuse
granules, in white box reuse.
Despite the fact that during the last years the research on design
patterns appears to ﬂourish, no repositories concerning design pattern instances in software projects have been identiﬁed in the literature. In this paper we present a web repository (Percerons –
PattErn Repository and Components Extracted from OpeN Source
software) of object-oriented design pattern instances and a web
tool which is used to mine it [18]. Currently, the repository contains more than 4500 pattern instances, extracted from 141 Java
open source projects. Up to this point, we have investigated and recorded all stable computer games identiﬁed in a well known
source code repository1. The selection of games was based on the
fact that game development is an active topic in OSS communities
[44] but game developers are more probable to write code without
prior design activities [27]. Thus, a repository that will enhance
the design process might prove useful. The beneﬁts from such an attempt are expected to assist both practitioners and academics in the
following ways:
 Practitioners
s The re-users will be given a smaller search domain than
forges, that will provide application speciﬁc components

1
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s The components that are recorded in the database of the
repository involve design pattern participants2 and therefore,
the rationale of their design is documented
s Similarly, some internal quality attributes of the extracted
components, such as coupling, cohesion and complexity,
are expected to improve compared to any other non-pattern
component [2]
 Academics
s The software engineering researchers can easily obtain datasets on design patterns, without having to mine vast source
code forges.
The user of Percerons is expected to have two possible motivations for accessing the search engine. (a) He/She is interested in
implementing a game requirement, but does not know where to
look. Percerons will provide a set of classes that implement the
complete or a part of the desired functionality. (b) He/She is interested in retrieving several instances of a speciﬁc design patterns
for any possible reason (education, research etc.). In order to
validate the abovementioned beneﬁts we conducted an experiment, in order to evaluate the usefulness of the repository from
the practitioner’s and researcher’s point of view. In the next section, the research state of the art on reuse repositories is presented.
Section 3, presents an overview on game development and game
design. In Section 4, the structure of repository is presented.
Section 5 deals with the empirical validation of the repository,
from both an academic and a practical point of view. In Sections
6 and 7 discussion and threats to validity are provided. Finally,
Section 8 presents conclusions resulting from this work and proposals for future research.

2. Reuse repositories
Current trends in software reuse indicate that the design and
implementation of open source repositories follow a rather holistic
approach, since not only programmers, but software managers and
users are also inﬂuenced. Repositories should support the ‘produce ? manage ? consume’ cycle and its stakeholders [6,15]. In
[15], a generic architecture for software repositories which
contains modules that satisfy the needs of all involved parties is
presented. Accordingly there is a production module (for component producers), a management module (for reuse managers), a
consumption module (for component reusers or consumers) and
an infrastructure module (providing common services to the other
modules). More speciﬁcally, in case of the management module,
the repository should provide the means to manage the reuse
process at the organizational level by enabling reuse managers
to observe speciﬁc quantiﬁable metrics associated with the reuse
of the available components. Consequently, a set of numerous
requirements should be satisﬁed for the repository to be considered as successful. Dominant role play search, retrieval and the
emerging technology of semantic web that is used for component
description are discussed in [14,32,40]. Moreover, requirements
such as speciﬁcation publication, user notiﬁcation, version management, dependency management should also be included in
the set.
As the main challenge that a component approach will meet is
dealing with change, the substitutability of its parts can be
achieved only if components are properly speciﬁed. Faceted
classiﬁcation as a representational method for classifying reusable
artefacts is an interesting approach, according to which it organizes the search space in search-related facets [17,35]. A faceted
2
As pattern participant we mean every class that plays a speciﬁc role in a design
pattern. A deﬁnition of the pattern participants is given in [25].

classiﬁcation provides a vocabulary for cataloguing reusable
components and an organization mechanism for these components. The effectiveness can be assessed through various metrics
including the well known precision (high precision means that a
high fraction of retrieved instances are relevant) and recall (high
recall means that only few relevant components are not retrieved),
search effort, user satisfaction, and ease of use [20,31,36]. The role
of the semantic technology is prominent as metadata are ideal for
component description through the facets. In literature in the domain of software design, quality and reuse, several approaches
have been found concerning software engineering repositories.
On the other hand none of these approaches deals explicitly with
design patterns.
Firstly, in [1] a widely accessible repository of software development artefacts (e.g. code, models and test cases) is proposed.
The repository would enable software developers and researchers
to assess software engineering tools and techniques. In [16], a
repository of FLOSS data and analyses is proposed. This repository
named OSSmole is a collaborative project which collects, shares
and stores compatible data and analyses of FLOSS development
for research purposes. It aims to mine FLOSS source code repositories and provide resulting data and summary analysis at open
source products.
ROSE is another software engineering repository based on
open source products. It is developed to aid students and educators during software engineering courses or lessons on open
source software development [29]. Another type of software engineering repository is introduced in [24], where among others a
proof-of-concept prototype metric repository is described. In
[33,47], the importance of software repositories aiming at reuse
is proved as the ﬁrst introduces a knowledge-based repository
scheme for storing and retrieving business components, whereas
the latter explores component classiﬁcation and retrieval methods with an overriding concern for automation. In [30], the
authors introduced a benchmark repository of faulty and correct
software that would enable uniﬁcation of diverse experimental
results regarding software testing techniques. Agora system
described in [42] is a software prototype that allows automatic
discovery and retrieval of software components from the web
and their characterization with introspection. The object of this
work is to create an automatically generated and indexed worldwide database of software products classiﬁed by component
model. Agora combines introspection with Web search engines
to reduce the costs of bringing software to, and ﬁnding components in, the software marketplace.
Finally, Maracatu [23] is another approach for retrieving software modules from CVS repositories. The Maracatu service has
the following modules: (a) a CVS module for accessing the repositories for reusable components, (b) an Analyser module for analysing the code to determine if it is suitable for indexing, (c) a
Download module for downloading (checking out) the source code,
and (d) a Search module for searching using queries. This functionality is provided with an Eclipse plug-in.
3. Game development
We have chosen to validate the usefulness of the proposed
repository in the domain of game development, because computer
game design is one of the most modern and fast growing trends in
computer science [37]. Additionally, it is a common sense that
games play a very important role in modern societies concerning
economy and lifestyle.
The game industry is now considered to be one of the most
powerful in the business spectrum [21,50]. The fact that computer
games currently rival television and ﬁlms in both market size
and cultural impact [21] can justify why game development is
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considered a placeholder in current lifestyle. Additionally, it is
estimated that 90% of US households have rented or purchased
at least one video game, and that young people of the country
spend an average of twenty (20) minutes per day playing video
games.
In [4], the authors suggest that the research on software engineering for computer games is rapidly increasing. In the same
study it is suggested that the design phase of the development lifecycle is an interesting research topic, which needs further investigation. Additionally, [41] suggests that game communities could
beneﬁt from reuse opportunities that derive from the activity noticed in open-source games.
Until the middle of 1990s, game developers did not aim to produce reusable code since every program has been written from
scratch in assembly language [38]. Later, reusable coding has proven to be one of the most important issues in game development
because games became far more complex and their production
process more time consuming. In order to alleviate this problem,
frameworks and game engines have been created. A framework
is a collection of classes that can be widely reused and integrated
with other components [39,46]. Usually they implement mechanisms that occur in many games, such as input handling, ﬁle handling (texture, models, audio etc.), 3D rendering etc. Game engines
are programs that provide developers the potential to design game
levels, handle player and opposition behaviour, by using scripting
languages and powerful GUIs. As it is easily understood, if frameworks and game engines are ‘‘well-structured’’, they can be maintained without extreme effort and be transformed so that they can
ﬁt as many game genres as possible. In order to achieve this expectation, game developers should use software engineering techniques and methodologies.
The evaluation of object-oriented design pattern application in
computer games has been investigated in [2,34]. In [2], the authors
have examined the way object-oriented design patterns can affect
the structure and the maintainability of a game by analyzing existing systems. The results suggested that patterns can reduce complexity and coupling of a game, increase cohesion of the code but
as a side effect the project size, i.e. lines of code, is increased. In
addition to that in [34] there was an attempt of creating a game
that was based on patterns. The results suggested that design patterns should be considered an efﬁcient way of properly achieve
abstractions and decoupling in games.
Furthermore, a different approach for game design patterns is
presented in two papers. More speciﬁcally, the authors propose
patterns on game mechanics and not on the design of game. In
[13], the authors suggest that design patterns are proven to
support the design, analysis and comparison of games as an
alternative to the need of developing a common language, concepts and terminology for games. Since games are commonly
big projects that require collaboration among staff with different
expertises, patterns should be viewed as a tool to overcome communication differences in an effective and efﬁcient way. Similarly,
in [28], the authors propose several design patterns that describe
mechanisms of augmented reality systems, which could be used
at games.

4. Repository design
The proposed design pattern repository (Percerons) is a software engineering repository that was established so as to provide
a body of knowledge that would help developers to identify and reuse ‘‘common solutions’’ on ‘‘common problems’’. Additionally, it
aims to help software engineer researchers by giving them instant
access to a mined data set that consists of multiple instances of design patterns.
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4.1. Repository scheme and data description
Since the effectiveness of the repository depends on the ease
that the developers and researchers can satisfy their requirements
for code reuse and pattern retrieval, the design of the repository
proves to be critical. The repository consists of patterns found in
various categories of open-source software. A complete description
of a design pattern should include characteristics of its constituent
elements. The abstraction hierarchy is based on [47] where the
authors propose a classiﬁcation and coding (C&C) scheme and
knowledge-based business repository. Fig. 1 shows the abstraction
hierarchy of the design pattern. Each pattern has one or more roles
where each role is assigned to one class and each class has a set of
methods and attributes.
In order to reduce the initial large set of patterns, structured
identiﬁers could be used. Consequently, a description of each project should be included. The description should include the name,
version, programming language, production phase and subcategory of the software. For example, if we consider games as software
category, subcategory is the game genre (e.g. arcade games). The
above structured identiﬁers represent the structured information
at the pattern level. Moreover, as naming a design pattern lets software engineers to design at a higher level of abstraction [22], a
name is also assigned to each pattern. The element role is considered a descriptor facet for the unstructured information regarding
design patterns. Role is considered as the role that a class plays at
the particular pattern and can be used for scientiﬁc purposes.
Names and roles are according to [22]. The roles assigned in each
design pattern are presented in Appendix A. Methods and attributes will be used as the ﬁnal selection criteria, when the user will
have to decide among design patterns that fulﬁll equally the other
searching criteria.
4.2. Method for storing data in the repository
The method for populating the data of the repository consists of
eight steps, as described below:
 Identify a number of projects that fulﬁll certain selection criteria, for each category
 Perform pattern detection for every selected project. Pattern
detection has been performed with two tools [43,45]
 For every pattern identify all pattern participating classes
 Tabulate data
 Insert data on the database of the repository
 Reverse engineer the Java binary ﬁles in order to extract the
methods and the properties of the class
 Link the data of the repository to source code and method/properties information.
Source code repositories provide a great variety of software projects. From these projects we have selected those that fulﬁlled
some criteria, in order for our pattern extraction and storing mechanism to work. More speciﬁcally, due to limitation of the pattern
detection tools that we have used, the software under study must
be written in Java. Additionally, the software that is used for the
identiﬁcation of all the classes that participate in a design pattern
has to use a Java .jar ﬁle. Consequently, we have only selected projects which are written in Java and provide an executable .jar ﬁle.
Additionally, concerning games, the results that have been obtained were pre-processed and game engines have been excluded
from the selected set.
Finally, the database of the repository consisted of 141 open
source Java games. All the abovementioned software has been
investigated for occurrences of 10 design patterns and more than
4500 pattern instances have been identiﬁed and recorded. The
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Fig. 1. Abstraction hierarchy of a Design Pattern.

patterns that have been considered are Factory Method, Prototype,
Singleton, Adapter, Composite, Decorator, Observer, State, Strategy,
Template Method and Visitor. Information on design pattern
deﬁnitions and structure can be found in [22].
4.3. Retrieving data from the repository
The web page interface provides the user with several retrieve
options:
(a) Find a Component from Search Engine
(b) Find a Pattern
(c) Find a Project
Option (a) allows the user to provide the search engine with
three keywords, software category and subcategory, and browse
it in order to identify class names that contain any of the keywords.
If software category and software subcategory variables are not
blank, the search space is limited to projects that fulﬁll the aforementioned criteria. Option (a) is more probable to be used by
developers who are interested in identifying a class that provides
certain functionality and simultaneously is pattern participant.
On the other hand, (b) and (c) options are more probable to be
used by researchers who might want to ﬁnd pattern instances on
open source projects or to identify all the patterns that are implemented in open source projects. Using Percerons is expected to increase and enhance empirical studies concerning patterns and
open-source, in the sense that it provides a large mined dataset
that is easily accessible. Indicatory subjects of such research attempts are patterns application frequency [5], class participant
change proneness [8,12,19] and the effect of design pattern is software quality [2,48].
5. Empirical evaluation method
This section deals with the evaluation of the proposed repository. In order to validate the usefulness of the Percerons project
we have conducted an experiment. The experiment evaluates the
repository from two perspectives, namely (a) research perspective
and (b) development perspective. The experiment of this study has
been conducted according to the guidelines described in [9,49].
The steps to be followed are: experiment deﬁnition, experiment
planning, experiment operation and experiment interpretation. In
the next sections, an overview of the steps followed in our formal
experiment is presented.
5.1. Experiment deﬁnition
According to [9], the experiment deﬁnition involves experiment
motivation, purpose, object, perspective, domain and scope. The motivation of our research is the enhancement of the design process.
The purpose of the experiment is to evaluate Percerons from a
practitioner’s and a researcher’s perspective. Therefore, the following research questions have arisen. The ﬁrst research question

(RQ1) that the experiment attempts to answer can be described
by the following scenario: ‘‘A developer wants to ﬁnd a piece of
code that implements a speciﬁc requirement. He comes up with
one or more keywords that describe the desired functionality and
according to them the repository retrieves a list of candidate sets of
classes. At which degree is the objective correctly performed?’’ The
research questions of this study are summarized below:
RQ1: Does the use of Percerons result in greater correctness of
an objective?
RQ2: Does the use of Percerons result in decreasing the time
needed for completing an objective?
RQ3: Does the use of Percerons acquire less effort for an
objective?
RQ4: Does the use of Percerons succeed in greater user
satisfaction?
The objects of the study are two repositories, one source code
repository where a user might identify non-pattern related sets
of classes and another repository where recommended sets of classes involve design pattern participating classes. Information on the
subjects and projects, i.e. domain and scope of the experiment, are
thoroughly discussed later in the paper.
5.2. Experiment planning
The planning phase of the experiment is considered to be crucial to the overall experiment success and includes aspects such
as design, criteria and measurements [9]. Considering the above,
the experiments’ hypotheses are deﬁned, the experiment projects
and subjects are described and the methods of comparison are
presented.
Deﬁne Hypothesis – As mentioned earlier the paper aims at the
construction and the evaluation of the design pattern repository.
More speciﬁcally, several aspects are going to be investigated,
namely (a) objective correctness, (b) objective completion time,
(c) search effort and (d) user satisfaction. The precision and the recall of the repository are not investigated in this study. According
to the experiment plan, eight (8) null hypotheses have been set
for every research question. In total, thirty-two (32) hypotheses
have investigated in order to explore the aforementioned research
questions. In Table 1, we provide a sample of the tested hypotheses. More speciﬁcally, we present 16 hypotheses that deal with
the correctness of the objective, the time needed for completing
the objective, the search effort and user satisfaction from a developer’s point of view. Similarly, sixteen (16) additional hypotheses
have been set from a researcher’s point of view, but they are omitted from the manuscript in order to improve its readability. In Table 1, let NDRS be a result set of the search engine other than the
Percerons repository and DRS to be the result set of the search engine of Percerons.
More speciﬁcally, the hypothesis H0(1) to H0(16) refer to the research questions from a developer’s point of view, taking into consideration the experience factor. More speciﬁcally, the sample has
been split, w.r.t. experience according to COCOMO81 [11]. A more
detailed description on this activity is presented later in the paper.
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Research hypotheses.
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Table 2
Experiment variables.

RQ1

RQ2

RQ3

RQ4

H0(1): the
correctness of
adapting code
retrieved from
NDRS is similar
to the
correctness of
adapting the
code retrieved
from DRS
H0(2): the
correctness of
adapting code
retrieved from
NDRS is similar
to the
correctness of
adapting the
code retrieved
from DRS from a
highly
experienced
developer’s
point of view
H0(3): the
correctness of
adapting code
retrieved from
NDRS is similar
to the
correctness of
adapting the
code retrieved
from DRS from a
developer with
medium
experience
point of view
H0(4): the
correctness of
adapting code
retrieved from
NDRS is similar
to the
correctness of
adapting the
code retrieved
from DRS from a
low experienced
developer’s
point of view

H0(5): the code
adaptation time
for the set of
classes retrieved
from NDRS is
similar to the
adaptation time
for code
retrieved from
DRS
H0(6): the code
adaptation time
for the set of
classes retrieved
from NDRS is
similar to the
adaptation time
for code
retrieved from
DRS from a
highly
experienced
developer’s
point of view
H0(7): the code
adaptation time
for the set of
classes retrieved
from NDRS is
similar to the
adaptation time
for code
retrieved from
DRS from a
developer with
medium
experience
point of view
H0(8): the code
adaptation time
for the set of
classes retrieved
from NDRS is
similar to the
adaptation time
for code
retrieved from
DRS from a low
experienced
developer’s
point of view

H0(9): NDRS and
DRS have been
obtained with
similar effort
from a
developer’s
point of view

H0(13): the user
satisfaction
from NDRS is
similar to user
satisfaction
from DRS, from
a developer’s
point of view

H0(10): NDRS
and DRS have
been obtained
with similar
effort from a
highly
experienced
developer’s
point of view

H0(14): the user
satisfaction
from NDRS is
similar to user
satisfaction
from DRS, from
a highly
experienced
developer’s
point of view

H0(11): NDRS
and DRS have
been obtained
with similar
effort from a
developer with
medium
experience
point of view

H0(15): the user
satisfaction
from NDRS is
similar to user
satisfaction
from DRS, from
a developer
with medium
experience
point of view

H0(12): NDRS
and DRS have
been obtained
with similar
effort from a
low experienced
developer’s
point of view

H0(16): the user
satisfaction
from NDRS is
similar to user
satisfaction
from DRS, from
a low
experienced
developer’s
point of view

For example, hypothesis H0(1) is set and investigated in order to
examine the beneﬁts of using the pattern repository, w.r.t the correctness of a development objective (RQ1), regardless of the developer’s experience. On the other hand, hypotheses H0(2) and H0(3)
also examines RQ1 but from an experienced and an inexperienced
developer’s point of view, respectively.
Experiment Subjects and Projects – In the experiment, two different component search plans have been used, one NDRS and one
DRS. Each plan aimed at the following four objectives (two development objectives and two research objectives):
O1: Development Objective. Identify a component that deals
with a game that implements the behaviour of weapons
O2: Development Objective. Identify a component that deals
with the attributes of hockey players. Hockey players are
divided into two main categories (goalkeepers and ﬁeld players). These categories share some attributes, but simultaneously each category has some different attributes

Occupation
Experience
Experience Categorical
Objective Correctness
Objective Time
Process
Objective Effort
Objective Satisfaction

Researcher/Developer
Research in Patterns/OO development (in years)
Low, Medium or High Experience
Correctness for meeting the objective
Time required for meeting the objective
NDRS or DRS used for meeting the objective
Effort of using the repository
Satisfaction from using the repository

O3: Research Objective. Identify the average number of design
pattern instances in stable board games
O4: Research Objective. Identify ten design pattern instances
that have been added in the (k + 1) version of a game that
did not exist in the (k) version of the game
A more detailed description of the objectives is provided in
Appendix B. At this stage it is necessary to clarify that all objectives
satisfy several constraints, in order for the experiment environment to be controlled. For instance, code development has been
performed under the supervision of one author. Additionally, the
subjects have been asked to identify a piece of code that is adapted
on a pre-existing code, i.e. a main method. Thus, the subjects were
not able to deﬂect from the experiment scenario. The NDRS procedure provided the subjects, the alternative to use any code search
engine and forge they desired. Concerning development objectives,
every subject who was not familiar to a code search engine was
randomly assigned to one of the following engines, namely (a)
GoogleÓ, (b) MerobaseÓ, and (c) KodersÓ. The selection of (b)
and (c) is based on the fact that these search engines are ranked
ﬁrst when searching for software component search engine and
source code search engine, respectively in a well known web search
engine, i.e. Google. At this point it is necessary to clarify that these
engines do not provide pattern-based code. Concerning research
objectives, the forge where a subject would search for projects that
might involve pattern instances would be SourceForgeÓ. Design
pattern recognition for NDRS subjects were conducted through a
reverse engineering tool was provided [45]. On the other hand,
the DRS procedure allowed the corresponding subject to only use
the Percerons search engines. All subjects were allowed to use
Eclipse for compiling and completing the development objectives.
The experiment has been conducted with forty (40) professional
developers and twenty (20) researchers. Each subject completed
one objective with a NDRS or with a DRS process.
Methods of comparison – On the completion of the experiment a
dataset with sixty (60) rows and eight (8) columns has been created. The dataset which has been created after gathering both researcher’s and developer’s questionnaires involve numerical,
ordinal and categorical data. The variables that have been processed are mentioned in Table 2.
In order to test the hypotheses described in Table 1 we conducted independent sample t-tests and Mann–Whitney U tests.
Independent sample t-test is a parametric test that is used to compare two independent sample means, that is, the comparison of
two different methods. Mann–Whitney U test on the other hand,
is non-parametric and is used to compare two independent sample
means but in cases that the data are ordinal3. In order to explore the
hypotheses H0(1)–H0(8) and H0(17)–H0(24), sixteen (16) independent
sample t-test have been performed. Concerning the hypotheses
H0(9)–H0(16) and H0(25)–H0(32) sixteen (16) Mann–Whitney U tests
have been conducted.

3
Parametric tests are used when data follow normal distribution, whereas nonparametric are used when data do not follow normal distribution.
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Table 3
Descriptive statistics on subjects experience.

Table 4
Descriptive statistics on subject performance/opinion on experiment objectives.

Group

Count

%

Researchers (process = ALL &&
experience = HIGH)
Researchers (process = ALL &&
experience = LOW)

12

60.00

8

40.00

21

52.50

19

47.50

6

60.00

4

40.00

10

52.63

9

47.37

6

60.00

4

40.00

Developers (process = DRS &&
experience = HIGH)
Developers (process = DRS &&
experience = LOW)

11

52.38

10

47.62

Researchers (process = ALL &&
experience = HIGH)
Researchers (process = ALL &&
experience = LOW)

12

60.00

8

40.00

21

52.50

19

47.50

6

60.00

4

40.00

Avg.
experience

Std.
dev

1.950
2.675

1.099
1.470

Developers (process = ALL &&
experience = HIGH)
Developers (process = ALL &&
experience = LOW)
Researchers (process = NDRS &&
experience = HIGH)
Researchers (process = NDRS &&
experience = LOW)
Developers (process = NDRS &&
experience = HIGH)
Developers (process = NDRS &&
experience = LOW)
Researchers (process = DRS &&
experience = HIGH)
Researchers (process = DRS &&
experience = LOW)

Developers (process = ALL &&
experience = HIGH)
Developers (process = ALL &&
experience = LOW)
Researchers (process = NDRS &&
experience = HIGH)
Researchers (process = NDRS &&
experience = LOW)

Researchers
Developers

More speciﬁcally, in order to execute a test that explores H0(1)
we created a two-column view of the dataset. The ﬁrst column represents the Objective Correctness variable, the second column represents the Process variable, and the third represents the Occupation
variable. The view has been created by ﬁltering the sample in order
to isolate cases that correspond to software developers (using
Occupation variable). In the t-test the testing variable is Correctness
and the grouping variable is Process. Concerning H0(2) we had to
demarcate developers with respect to their level of experience.
Consequently, we had to recode the variable Experience into a
new variable named Experience_Categorical4. Finally, we ﬁltered
the dataset, in order to isolate the rows that correspond to experienced developers and we performed a t-test. The testing variable is
Correctness and the grouping variable is Process. Similarly, we conducted independent t-tests for the hypotheses H0(3)–H0(8) and
H0(17)–H0(24).

4
Recoding the values of the variable Experience_Categorical was based on the
categories described in [11]. However, we have chosen to create two experience
levels, rather than three, because of the size of our dataset. Thus, developers/
researchers with experience less than three years, are considered as inexperienced,
whereas developers/researchers with three years of experience and more are
considered as experienced.

Group

Mean/Modea value
Objective
Objective
Objective
completion Correctness completion
time
effort

User
satisfaction
from tools

Total research objective 43.250
42.425
Total development
objective

82.500
88.880

2
4

2
4

Researchers
(process = ALL &&
experience = HIGH)
Researchers
(process = ALL &&
experience = LOW)
Developers
(process = ALL &&
experience = HIGH)

45.625

89.380

2

2

41.667

77.920

3

–

32.631

92.370

–

4

Developers
(process = ALL &&
experience = LOW)
Researchers
(process = NDRS &&
experience = HIGH)
Researchers
(process = NDRS &&
experience = LOW)

51.286

85.710

4

4

57.500

91.250

–

2

48.333

66.670

–

2

Developers
(process = NDRS &&
experience = HIGH)
Developers
(process = NDRS &&
experience = LOW)
Researchers
(process = DRS &&
experience = HIGH)

33.888

90.000

1

4

61.700

80.500

4

–

33.750

87.500

2

–

Researchers
(process = DRS &&
experience = LOW)
Developers
(process = DRS &&
experience = HIGH)
Developers
(process = DRS &&
experience = LOW)

35.000

89.170

–

–

31.500

94.500

–

4

41.818

90.450

–

–

Total research objective 43.250
Total development
42.425
objective
45.625
Researchers
(process = ALL &&
experience = HIGH)

82.500
88.880

2
4

2
4

89.380

2

2

41.667

77.920

3

–

32.631

92.370

–

4

51.286

85.710

4

4

Researchers
(process = ALL &&
experience = LOW)
Developers
(process = ALL &&
experience = HIGH)
Developers
(process = ALL &&
experience = LOW)

a
The (–) symbol under the mode value, represents that at least two values are
equally ranked as mode value.

Concerning Mann–Whitney U test, the H0(9) has been tested
through the following procedure. Firstly, we created a two-column
view of the dataset. The ﬁrst column represented the Effort
whereas the second column represented the Process. In
the Mann–Whitney U test the testing variable was Effort and
the grouping variable was Process. Similarly, we conducted independent t-tests for the rest hypotheses that involved ordinal
variables.
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Table 5
Cross tabulation for ordinal data.
Pearson x2
Asymp. Sig.
(2-sided)

Cross tabulation
NDRS

Effort
Researcher
Objective

Effort
Developer
Objective

Satisfaction
Developer
Objective

Total

Exp. Count Exp. Count Exp.
Count
Count
Count

Very Easy

0

1.5

3

1.5

3

Easy
Neutral
Hard
Very Hard
Total

1
4
2
3
10

1
3.5
2
2
10

1
3
2
1
10

1
3.5
2
2
10

2
7
4
4
20

Very Easy

3

3.3

4

3.7

7

0.387

0.852
Fig. 3. Boxplot on research objective completion time.

Easy
Neutral
Hard
Very Hard
Total
Satisfaction
Researcher
Objective

DRS

Count

5
2
3
6
19

3.8
2.8
3.3
5.7
19

3
4
4
6
21

4.2
3.2
3.7
6.3
21

8
6
7
12
40

Very
1
Unsatisﬁed

0.5

0

0.5

1

Unsatisﬁed
Neutral
Satisﬁed
Very
Satisﬁed
Total

0.5
3.5
2.5
3

1
1
4
4

0.5
3.5
2.5
3

1
7
5
6

0
6
1
2

10

10

10

20

Very
2
Unsatisﬁed

10

1.4

1

1.6

3

Unsatisﬁed
Neutral
Satisﬁed
Very
Satisﬁed
Total

5
2
3
7

3.3
3.8
3.8
6.7

2
6
5
7

3.7
4.2
4.2
7.3

7
8
8
14

19

19

21

21

40

0.090

0.402

Fig. 4. Boxplot on developer objective correctness.

Fig. 5. Boxplot on research objective correctness.

Fig. 2. Boxplot on developer objective completion time.

5.3. Experiment operation
According to [49], the experiment operation phase is consisted
of three steps: preparation, execution and analysis. The preparation phase of the experiment has included an interview with the
experiment participants in order to evenly distribute them among
groups w.r.t. their experience in patterns, in object-oriented programming and research experience. In this phase the values of
the process variable was ﬁlled in the dataset.
During experiment execution, the researchers have collected
and validated data concerning all time related variables. On the

completion of the experiment, the researchers corrected the answers of the experiment participants (concerning correctness variable) and surveyed the participants in order to extract the values
of the variables concerning satisfaction and ease of use. The guidelines used while evaluating objective correctness are presented in
Appendix B.
5.4. Experiment interpretation
The interpretation of the experiment results is composed of
interpretation context, extrapolation and impact [9]. The research
interpretation is presented in Section 7 along with discussion on
the study extrapolation and impact.
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Table 6
Independent t-tests – Mann–Whitney U tests for developers.
NDRS

All Developers

Experience = LOW

Experience = HIGH

*
**

DRS

N

Mean

N

Mean

t

Sig. (2-tailed)

Time Developer Objective
Correctness Developer Objective

19
19

48.526
85.000

21
21

36.904
92.380

1.97
2.52

0.06*
0.02**

Effort Developer Objective
Satisfaction Developer Objective

N
19
19

Mean Rank
20.450
19.470

N
21
21

Mean Rank
20.550
21.430

W
388.5
370.0

Sig. (2-tailed)
0.98
0.59

N

Mean

N

Mean

t

Sig. (2-tailed)

Time Developer Objective
Correctness Developer Objective

10
10

61.700
80.500

11
11

41.818
90.450

2.69
2.28

0.02**
0.04**

Effort Developer Objective
Satisfaction Developer Objective

N
10
10

Mean Rank
11.750
9.900

N
11
11

Mean Rank
10.320
12.000

W
113.5
99.0

Sig. (2-tailed)
0.58
0.43

N

Mean

N

Mean

t

Sig. (2-tailed)

Time Developer Objective
Correctness Developer Objective

9
9

33.888
90.000

10
10

31.500
94.000

0.36
1.32

0.72
0.20

Effort Developer Objective
Satisfaction Developer Objective

N
9
9

Mean Rank
9.330
10.060

N
10
10

Mean Rank
10.600
9.950

W
84.00
99.50

Sig. (2-tailed)
0.61
0.97

Signiﬁcant at 0.10 level.
Signiﬁcant at 0.05 level.

6. Results
This section of the paper, reports on the results of statistically
analyzing the dataset of the experiment. The analysis phase of
our study has employed descriptive statistics, cross tabulation,
Pearson x2 tests, boxplots, independent sample t-tests and
Mann–Whitney U tests. The section is divided into two sections,
one concerning statistics that describe the dataset and the subjects’
performance and another that deals with hypotheses testing.

In order to further analyze the results of Table 3, we performed
two additional statistical methods, cross tabulation, for categorical
variables and boxplots for numerical variables. The cross tabulation analysis, displays the joint distribution of two variables, as
well as the Pearson x2 test that ensures the distribution of the results. The corresponding results on subjects’ effort and satisfaction
are shown in Table 5. Furthermore, boxplots graphically represent
measures of central tendency (mean and median) and measures of
dispersion (range, inter-quartile range, minimum and maximum).
The corresponding boxplots are depicted in Figs. 2–5.

6.1. Descriptive statistics

6.2. Hypothesis testing

This section of the paper aims at presenting results that describe the characteristics of experiment subjects and the characteristics of the two subject groups, i.e. DRS and NDRS. Such results are
presented in Table 3. Additionally, descriptive statistics on the
experiment results are reported on Table 4.

This section of the paper aims at presenting the results that derive from the investigation of the hypotheses which are deﬁned in
Table 1. In Table 6, we present the results on performing Mann–
Whitney U tests (categorical variables) and independent sample
t-tests (numerical variables) for the developer subjects. Whereas

Table 7
Independent t-tests – Mann–Whitney U tests for researchers.
NDRS

All Researcher

Experience = LOW

Experience = HIGH

DRS

N

Mean

N

Mean

t

Sig. (2-tailed)

Time Researcher Objective
Correctness Researcher Objective

10
10

52.000
76.500

10
10

34.500
88.500

3.59
2.06

0.02⁄⁄
0.06⁄

Effort Researcher Objective
Satisfaction Researcher Objective

N
10
10

Mean Rank
12.500
8.400

N
10
10

Mean Rank
8.500
12.6000

W
85.0
84.0

Sig. (2-tailed)
0.11
0.09⁄

N

Mean

N

Mean

t

Sig. (2-tailed)

Time Researcher Objective
Correctness Researcher Objective

6
6

48.333
66.670

6
6

35.000
89.170

2.90
3.48

0.03⁄⁄
0.01⁄⁄

Effort Researcher Objective
Satisfaction Researcher Objective

N
6
6

Mean Rank
7.170
5.580

N
6
6

Mean Rank
5.830
7.420

W
35.00
33.50

Sig. (2-tailed)
0.51
0.36

N

Mean

N

Mean

t

Sig. (2-tailed)

Time Researcher Objective
Correctness Researcher Objective

4
4

57.500
91.250

4
4

33.750
87.500

2.28
0.70

0.07⁄
0.51

Effort Researcher Objective
Satisfaction Researcher Objective

N
4
4

Mean Rank
5.750
3.500

N
4
4

Mean Rank
3.250
5.750

W
22.00
22.50

Sig. (2-tailed)
0.05⁄⁄
0.05⁄⁄
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in Table 7, we present the corresponding results concerning researcher subjects. In both tables we marked the statistically significant differences at 0.1 and 0.05 levels.

who proved/seemed statistically signiﬁcantly satisﬁed and regarded that they needed statistically signiﬁcant less effort with
the use of Percerons.

7. Discussion

8. Threats to validity

In this section we discuss the ﬁndings of our work with respect
to the research questions stated in Section 5.1. More speciﬁcally,
Section 7.1 deals with the effect of using a pattern repository on
the correctness of research and development objectives. In Section 7.2 we discuss the effect of using a pattern repository on
objective completion time. Finally, Section 7.3 deals with the effect
of using the pattern repository on objective effort and user
satisfaction.

In this section of the paper we discuss the threats to validity of
our paper. In any empirical study there are two kind of threat,
namely threats to internal validity and threats to external validity.
Threats to internal validity deal with problems that occur during
the operation of the study and slightly alter the results. In this
study we identiﬁed two internal threats to validity. Firstly, the
use of a tool in order to identify design pattern instances from open
source code may lead to some false-positive results. Additionally,
some variables such as effort, correctness and satisfaction are not
objective. Thus, the assessment of these features may introduce
internal threats to the validity of our study. Performing the empirical method on different subjects may provide different results.
Similarly, evaluating the correctness of objective by different evaluators might alter the results as well. However, we believe that the
subject group consists of developers and researchers that can adequately assess their effort and satisfaction and that evaluators are
experienced enough to objectively mark the objectives that they
received.
Threats to external validity correspond to possible problems
when someone attempts to generalize the results outside the scope
of the study. In our study, the results cannot be generalized to all
23 GoF patterns, but only to the 11 that we have examined. Additionally, the results cannot be straightforwardly valid for reuse of
closed source software, for games written in programming languages other than Java and for open-source domains, other than
games.

7.1. Effect of pattern repository on objective correctness
From Tables 6 and 7, we observe that when developers or
researchers use Percerons, they tend to achieve higher objective
correctness than those who are using other search engines.
More speciﬁcally, the results of our study suggested that developers that use the repository, produce code with fewer defects, in a
statistically signiﬁcant rate, than developers who are attempting to
identify code without having prior knowledge of its structure.
Additionally, the use of the repository appears to have a weaker effect on experienced developers who understand code structure
easier. This is depicted in Table 6, where it is suggested that experienced developers reduce their error rates by 4.2%, whereas inexperienced developers who are using Percerons produced about
12.5% less errors when using the repository. This result is intuitively correct since inexperienced developers need more guidance
than more experienced developers, who are familiar with identifying and adapting code written by other programmers.
On the other hand, researchers do not seem to be statistically
signiﬁcantly affected by the use of the repository w.r.t. objective
correctness. Inexperienced researchers appear to produce better
results when using Percerons and this enhancement is statistically
signiﬁcant. On the other hand, experienced researchers appeared
marginal worse results when they used the repository, but this is
not statistically signiﬁcant.
7.2. Effect of pattern repository on objective completion time
Concerning objective completion time, both researchers and
practitioners appear to complete the required objective quicker
when they are using Percerons rather than mining forges. The gain
in development objectives completion time is about 25% for both
experienced and inexperienced researchers. On the other hand
the gain for experienced developers is about 4%, whereas the gain
for inexperienced developers is 32%. However, all differences in
mean objective completion time, minor or major, are statistically
signiﬁcant, except from the difference concerning the experienced
users. This may occur because an experienced developer has a better understanding on the source code structure. Thus, the beneﬁt
that he/she can gain from the use of the design pattern repository
is not important.
7.3. Effect of pattern repository on objectives effort/ user satisfaction
Both developers and researchers that used Percerons suggested
that they needed less effort to complete the objectives that they
have been assigned, than those who were using other repositories.
Similarly, Percerons users evaluated their effort at a lower rate
than the NDRS users. However, the above results were not statistically signiﬁcant, with the exception of the experienced researchers

9. Conclusions
In this paper we introduce and validate a design pattern repository, populated by pattern instance mined from open source
games. Up to this point we have registered more than 4500 pattern
instances with more than 20,000 pattern participating classes. It is
believed that the repository can be helpful for both practitioners
and academics, since it provide a mined dataset for code reuse
and research. In order to evaluate the usefulness of the repository
we conducted an experiment with researchers and practitioners
with varying experience on design patterns.
The results of the experiment suggest that inexperienced developers are more likely to beneﬁt from using the repository. More
speciﬁcally, inexperienced developers needed statistically signiﬁcantly less time in order to complete the required objectives and
completed them with fewer errors than inexperienced developers
who were trying to reuse code from search engines. The main reason for that is that a design pattern based repository holds information on the rationale of the reuse candidates. This fact provides
information on how the classes communicate and on how client
on this subsystem can be added. This extra information appears
to be very important to inexperienced developers who might have
problems in understanding the structure of code. At this point it is
necessary to clarify that inexperienced developers are expected to
use Percerons motivated by trying to ﬁnd a code portion that implements a certain requirement. The designer although inexperienced
and probably not aware of the beneﬁts of patterns, will gain several
beneﬁts from using pattern-based components.
On the other hand, more experienced developers have not been
majorly effected w.r.t. to objective correctness, because they can
manually retrieve such information from source code. However,
in cases when the aforementioned information is available the
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time needed for completing the objectives, is statistically decreased. Concerning researchers, the most important ﬁndings concerned objective execution time. More speciﬁcally, both
experienced and inexperienced researchers achieved better scores
in completing the objectives quicker when using the pattern based
repository. Additionally, the user satisfaction of experience
researchers that used the repository has been found to be signiﬁcantly higher from the user satisfaction of researchers that were
not given a mined dataset in order to perform the objectives.
Appendix A
A.1. Design pattern roles

Design pattern

Roles

Strategy–State

Strategy/State
Concrete Strategies/States (referenced as
subclasses)
Client
Adaptee/Receiver
Adapter/Concrete Command
Client
Component
Composite
Leaf
Component
Decorator
Concrete Component/Decorator
Product
Creator
Concrete Product/Creator
Observer
Subject
Concrete Subject/Observer
Prototype
Concrete Prototype
Client
Proxy
Subject
Real Subject
Singleton
Abstract Class
Concrete Class
Visitor
Element
Concrete Visitor/Element

Adapter

Composite

Decorator

Factory
Method
Observer

Prototype

Proxy

Singleton
Template
Method
Visitor

Weapon w = new Shotgun();
w.reloadNow();
w.fire();
w = new Laser();
w.reloadNow();
w.fire();
The output of the execution of the scenario should be:
A shoutgun has been reloaded
You fire with a shotgun
A laser has been reloaded
You fire with a laser weapon
Evaluation guidelines
Retrieve some of the classes Weapon, Shotgun and Laser
Correct the identiﬁed classes in order to ﬁt the main function
Add functionality or missing classes
Produce a code that compiles without errors
Provide the expected ﬁnal output
O2: Development Objective. Identify a component that deals with
the attributes of hockey players. Hockey players are divided into two
main categories (goalkeepers and ﬁeld players). These categories share
some attributes, but simultaneously each category has some different
attributes.
During this objective the subjects have been asked to identify a
component that will handle players’ attributes for a hockey game.
The ﬁnal outcome of the end system will be to print the attributes
of all players of a team. In order to test the ﬁt of the component
we provided the subjects with a main function that should be
used.
Team t = new Team();
Player p = new Player(); PlayerAttributes pa = new
GoalkeaperAttributes ();
pa.createRandomPlayerAttributes();
p.setAttributes(pa);
p = new Player(); PlayerAttributes pa = new FieldPlayerAttributes ();
pa. createRandomPlayerAttributes();
p.setAttributes(pa);
for (int i=0; i<t.playerSize();i++) {
System.out.println(‘‘Player average attributes: ’’
+ t.get(i).getTotalAttributesAverage());
}
The output of the execution of the scenario should be:

Appendix B

Player Average Attributes: 78.5 as goalkeeper
Player Average Attributes: 55.5 as field player

B.1. Description and evaluation of objectives

Evaluation guidelines

O1: Development Objective. Identify a component that deals with a
game that implements the behaviour of weapons.
During this objective the subjects have been asked to identify a
component that will handle weapons in a ﬁrst person shooter
game. In order to fasten the time needed to complete the task,
we have omitted any activities related to graphics. The ﬁnal outcome of the end system will be to print what weapon is in use.
In order to test the ﬁt of the component we provided the subjects
with a main function that should be used.

Retrieve some of the classes Player, GoalkeaperAttributes,
FieldPlayerAttributes, Team and PlayerAttributes
Correct the identiﬁed classes in order to ﬁt the main function
Add functionality or missing classes
Produce a code that compiles without errors
Provide the expected ﬁnal output
O3: Research Objective. Identify the average number of design
pattern instances in stable board games.
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Objective 1
Game
name

Number of
Adapter
instances

Number of
Composite
instances

Number of
Singleton
instances

Number of
State/
Strategy
instances

Number of
Decorator
instances

Number of
Factory
method
instances

Number of
Observer
instances

Number of
Prototype
instances

Number of
Proxy/
Proxy2
instances

Number of
Template
method
instances

JAVARISK2
JSETTLERS
JOSE
JSOKO
JSUDOKU
VER
0.3.1
AVG

14
7
31
4
5

0
0
0
0
0

2
2
17
3
3

3
8
25
8
18

0
0
1
1
0

2
1
2
0
2

1
2
3
0
1

0
0
26
1
1

0
1
0
0
0

0
1
23
2
0

12.20

0.00

5.40

12.40

0.40

1.40

1.40

5.60

0.20

5.20

The subjects have to ﬁll a table like the one below:
Evaluation guidelines
Identify ﬁve stable board games
Retrieve and count the patterns instances for each board game
Calculate the average number of patterns instances
Document the results in the given table
O4: Research Objective. Identify ten design pattern instances that
have been added in the (k + 1) version of a game that did not exist
in the (k) version of the game.
The subjects have to ﬁll a table like the one below:
Evaluation guidelines

Game name
JSUDOKU
Game version (n 1) 0.3.1
Game version (n) 1.0.45
Id
Pattern
name
1

ADAPTER

2

ADAPTER

3

SINGLETON

4

OBSERVER

5

OBSERVER

6

OBSERVER

7

STATE–
STRATEGY
STATE–
STRATEGY
STATE–
STRATEGY
TEMPLATE

8
9
10

Class-1

Objective 2
Class-2

com.eriksilkensen.sudoku.
SudokuControl
com.eriksilkensen.sudoku.
BoardInventoryHelper

com.eriksilkensen.sudoku.
SudokuView
com.eriksilkensen.sudoku.
InventoryBoardFactory

public void saveGame(java.io.File) throws
java.io.IOException;
public com.eriksilkensen.sudoku.Board
createBoard(com.eriksilkensen.sudoku.
BoardDifﬁculties)
private static javax.swing.ImageIcon faceAahIcon;

com.eriksilkensen.net.Client
com.eriksilkensen.util.Observer

protected void setUpNetworking() throws
com.eriksilkensen.net.NotConnectedException;
public void setArg(java.lang.Object);

com.eriksilkensen.sudoku.SudokuModel

public void gameWon();

com.eriksilkensen.sudoku.BoardFactory

public void supplyInventory(int);

com.eriksilkensen.sudoku.SolvingStrategy

public void changeStrategy(com.eriksilkensen.sudoku.
SolvingStrategy);
public void notifyObservers();

com.eriksilkensen.sudoku.
BoardDifﬁculties
com.eriksilkensen.
util.Observer
com.eriksilkensen.sudoku.
NetworkDialog
com.eriksilkensen.util.
Observer
com.eriksilkensen.sudoku.
BoardInventoryHelper
com.eriksilkensen.sudoku.
Solver
com.eriksilkensen.sudoku.
SudokuModel
com.eriksilkensen.sudoku.
GeneratingBoardFactory

Method-1

com.eriksilkensen.sudoku.BoardFactory

Identify games with multiple versions
Retrieve and document all pattern instances of version (k)
Retrieve and document all pattern instances of version (k + 1)
Identify differences in the two documents
Document the additional patterns in the given table
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